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▪ What are the options?
▪ Your cv
▪ The cover letter
▪ Writing a Research plan
▪ Preparing a teaching statement
▪ Defining concrete needs for your lab
▪ The Job talk
▪ On the importance of networking

What are the
options?
▪ Which type of positions?
• Post-docs
• Group leaders (non tenured)
• Assistant professorships (on a tenure track)
• Research professorships
• Research scientists
▪ Decide where you will apply
• Each country has distinct procedures and «rules»
▪ Beware of deadline and timing
• Some countries have a yearly campaign
• Others hire all year long
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Your CV

▪ Simple format, black & white
▪ Must-have sections on one-page
• Personal details (pro) / permanent email
• Education
• Professional experience (if relevant)
• Fellowships & awards
• Teaching experience (if any)
• Organization of scientific events / network
▪ Can be listed on a second page
• Professional memberships
• Outreach activities
• Brief statement of research interests and competencies
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Your publication list

▪ Peer-reviewed journal publications
▪ Pre-prints / BioRxiv, etc. (if relevant)
▪ Peer-reviewed conference proceedings
▪ List of abstracts (talks and posters)
▪ Do not list manuscripts in preparation
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The cover letter

▪ Know to whom the letter is to be addressed to
▪ The letter should be 1-1.5 page long
▪ Paragraph 1: state which position you are applying to and briefly why

this is for you

▪ Paragraph 2: report on your scientific accomplishments
▪ Paragraph 3: define your vision and impact of your future research

program

▪ Paragraph 4: explain why the Department of XX at YYY is the right

home for your program and you as a faculty
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The Research plan

▪ This is about 3-4 page long with a couple of nice illustrations and a few key

references

▪ Intro: what is your field of research and domain of expertise
▪ Part 1: research accomplishments
• Describe what you did in your PhD-postdoc that demonstrate your scientific
thinking, innovation and position against the state of the art and community
▪ Part 2: the 5-year plan
• Describe which directions you will focus on: why is it important? What is the main
question? How will you address this?
▪ Part 3: longer term plan
• This is usually short, a paragraph or so
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Teaching statement
▪ In a Research university (one page max)
• List what you have taught (as TA, lecturer)
• List courses you have identified in the curriculum that you can teach
• List courses you would like to create once in post
• Add a paragraph on your teaching philosophy (if you want)
▪ In a College (teaching institution)
• Same as above
• Teaching philosophy should be extended

In addition, some universities require a statement on contribution to diversity
•
•
•

Your past activities and future plans to advance diversity
How integrate underrepresented students in your research and teaching
Contribute to related activities at the university you are applying to
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The Job talk

▪ The academic talk (public)
• 30-40min presentation + 20min Q&A
• For a general audience
• Include enough info and details for the experts too
• Find a red thread to “tell a story”
• Conclude on main results and next steps (general)
▪ The “chalk-talk”
• 20-30min presentation + 30-90min Q&A
• Present your research plan to the committee only (confidential)
• How will you integrate with the local community?
• Be ready for a teaching question: what can you teach – what would you like
to teach
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The Job talk

▪ Run practice talks
▪ with peers
▪ with profs
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Your package

▪ List what you will need in terms of
• Equipment
• Shared facilities
• Lab space
• Give an estimate budget and m2
• Mention the numbers of students, postdocs, staff you envision at the

start of your lab

▪ Highlight what will be “must-have” and unique in your lab
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Networking

▪ Volunteer to organise local and international events
• Within your institution
▪ Summer school, seminars, workshops

• Within your field
▪ Become a co-organiser of a symposium at a large conference
▪ Contact peers in your field and ask for a lab visit
▪ Attend academic career workshops
▪ ‘Rising Stars’ for women graduate students and postdocs
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Some references

The Academic Job Search Handbook
By Julia Miller Vick and Jennifer S. Furlong
At the helm – leading your laboratory
By Kathy Barker
https://www.sciencemag.org/booklets/career-trends-running-your-lab
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